A 2nd numerical d is bounded under blow-ups.
Introduction
In [H, p 0 123] Prof, H. Hironaka pointed out: "The point Is that the associated Tschirnhausen polynomial undergoes the same law of transformation as the original polynomial under permissible blow-ups" 0 For the notion of Tschirnhausen polynomials, or equivalently the approximate roots, the reader Is referred to [A-M 1 & 2] , [M] or [H] . As established by Prof. EL Hironaka the local uniformization problem in characteristic p^>0 is to use monoidal transformations to resolve the singularity of an algebroid equation of the following form over * [[>i, .. Convention. After making a choice of the order of n variables as #!,..., x n , then in the monoidal transformation we always factor out the Xi satisfying the following conditions : (1) x> is in the center P of the permissible monoidal transformation; (2) 
aEiP}; (3) the integer i is the minimal integer satisfying condition (2). With such an * l? the monoidal transformation will be of the following form :
where a k^ke To simplify our notation we may assume that i = l, namely, and Moreover we shall use the subdivision of the set of variables 
